
Join us from June 4-7, 2012 at the Winnipeg Convention Centre to learn  
LEAN best practices from other LEAN practitioners. Through LEAN2012,  
you and your organization will learn about:

•	 saving	time,	money	and	being	the	best	in	your	sector

•	 continuous	improvement	perspectives	and	experiences	that	deliver		
bottom-line	improvements

•	 innovative	thinking	and	more	effective	processes	and	practices

•	 new	ways	to	empower	your	people	to	take	charge,	make	changes	and	succeed

•	 re-energizing	your	organization	with	a	new	enthusiasm	for	learning,	sharing		
and	networking

plan to attend  
the largest national 
lean ConferenCe

“At Price, our relentless investment in LEAN and innovation 
over the years has been instrumental to our survival in a 
much reduced market (down by 70%) as well as our future 
viability in a much reduced market. I invite you to attend 
the 2012 CME National LEAN Conference to learn how 
LEAN and innovation can help you survive the current 
recession and in fact prosper in challenging times.”

Honourary Conference Chair 

GErry PriCE  
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

Price Industries Limited

registration fee 
CME Member: $1195 + GST / Non-Member: $1345 + GST

Register before December 31, 2011 and save 30%
CME Member $795 + GST / Non-Member $945 + GST

Register six or more from the same company and 
save an additional 10% per registration

Register for both the 2012 CME National LEAN Conference 
and the CME Manitoba Dare to Compete Conference and 
save up to 45% on the joint registration.

offiCial ConferenCe hotel  
Delta Winnipeg, 350 St. Mary Avenue 
(Connected to the Winnipeg Convention Centre)

Conference Rate Code: 0612ASSO

Toll-Free 1.888.311.4990 / Toll-Free Global 1.800.268.1133 
www.deltahotels.com > locations > Winnipeg

For information regarding registration, sponsorship opportunities  
and exhibition space at the conference, contact Helen Mitchell  
at 204.949.1454 or Helen.Mitchell@cme-mec.ca

register now at  
www.lean2012.Com

Practitioner-to-
practitioner sharing 
and learning.

A quality and 
accelerated learning 
experience.

Proven, practical 
solutions delegates 
borrow with pride.

A trusted 
source of LEAN 
information.

Networking 
around LEAN 
best practices.
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Tuesday through Thursday focuses  
on 36 Practitioner-to-Practitioner 
presentations organized around  
four Value Streams representing  
themes that will inspire and motivate  
you to be the best!

VALuE STrEAM 1 
Leadership & Strategy 
Enterprise-wide	excellence	starts		
with	Leadership	and	Strategy.	Successful	
LEAN	implementation	requires	dedicated	
and	passionate	leaders	who	are	able		
to	engage	and	empower	their	people.	
This	Value	Stream	will	have	examples		
from	different	organizations	of	how		
strong	Leadership	and	clear	Strategy		
led	to	successful	LEAN	enterprise	
transformation.

VALuE STrEAM 2 
Learning Organizations 
Learning	Organizations	understand		
that	it	is	long-term	vision,	the	capability	
and	development	of	the	people	within		
the	organization	and	the	way	the	
organization	operates	that	achieves	
results.	Customer	focus,	supply	chain	
relations	and	empowered	employees	
produce	a	culture	of	high	performance.	

VALuE STrEAM 3 
Continuous improvement  
through Kaizen 
This	Value	Stream	will	be	full	of	real		
life	stories	of	how	organizations	have	
improved	operational	performance	
through	Kaizen.	Examples	from	across		
the	enterprise	in	repetitive	and	‘job		
shop’	environments	will	highlight	key	
LEAN	concepts	such	as	Flow,	Pull		
and	Visual	Management.

VALuE STrEAM 4 
LEAN beyond Manufacturing 
LEAN	has	its	roots	in	Manufacturing,		
but	today	LEAN	thinking	and	LEAN	
concepts	are	being	applied	in	all		
sectors.	Wherever	there	is	a	customer		
and	a	process	delivering	a	product		
or	a	service	there	is	an	opportunity		
for	applying	LEAN	thinking.	This	Value	
Stream	will	have	examples	of	successful	
LEAN	implementation	in	a	variety		
of	non-manufacturing	environments,	
including	Healthcare,	Education,	
Government	and	Financial	Services.

Here are some of the 36 presentations 
delegates will be able to choose from:

MASTErBrANd CABiNETS 
MasterBrand	Cabinets	Inc.	is	North	
America’s	largest	manufacturer	of	kitchen	
and	bath	cabinetry.	Learn	how	they	are	
going	about	changing	their	40	year	old	
Winnipeg	operation,	which	manufactures	
the	Kitchen	Craft	brand	of	cabinetry	and	
Craft	Line	brand	of	counter	tops,	from	an	
inflexible	large	batch	manufacturing	process	
into	a	nimble	custom	order	single	kitchen		
at	a	time	facility.	Gain	insight	into	how	a	
North	American	manufacturer	is	gaining	
market	share	and	improving	profitability		
in	a	highly	competitive	environment	by	
applying	LEAN	tools	and	concepts	to	the	
challenge	of	building	250+	unique	custom	
order	kitchens	per	day.

PriCE iNduSTriES 
The	Price	organization	was	founded		
in	1946	and	has	grown	steadily	over		
the	years.	In	1989,	Price	entered	the		
US	market	and	set	up	its	first	factory		
in	Atlanta,	Georgia.	By	2010,	Price	had		
grown	to	5	factories	in	the	US	and	7		
in	Canada.	Learn	how	the	Price	growth	
strategy	based	on	a	relentless	pursuit		
of	innovation	in	all	areas	of	the	business	
and	top	quality	customer	service,	has	
enabled	Price	to	surpass	the	competition	
and	become	the	#1	supplier	of	Air	
Distribution	products	in	North	America.

ALuMiCOr 
Alumicor	Limited	is	a	51	year-old	
manufacturer	and	distributor	of	aluminum	
building	products	used	for	commercial	
building	entranceways,	doors	and	
windows.	Hear	how	Alumicor	has	
transitioned	from	a	workgroup	model		
of	independent	entities	to	an	
interdependent	team	utilizing	a	suite		
of	tools	including	many	LEAN	practices		
and	a	servant	type	empowering	
leadership	approach	in	a	mixed		
union/non-union	environment.

VAW SySTEMS 
Early	on	the	LEAN	journey	it	became		
evident	that	the	benefits	of	applying	the		
LEAN	principles	were	not	being	fully	realized	
at	VAW	Systems.	Although	LEAN	activities	
demonstrated	short	term	performance	
improvements,	these	improvements	were	not	
being	sustained.	Join	VAW	as	they	share	their	
journey	of	culture	change,	their	realization	
that	culture	is	defined	by	their	leadership	
style,	and	the	benefits	they	are	now	
witnessing	as	they	transformed	into	self	
directed	value	stream	teams	and	leaders	
focused	on	customers	and	team	member	
development	and	engagement.

THE duHA GrOuP 
The	Duha	Group	is	a	leading	manufacturer		
of	Color	Marketing	tools,	with	a	culture	that	
thrives	on	teamwork,	communication	and	
learning.	Hear	how	Duha	develop	all	of	their	
employees	into	LEAN	Champions	by	way		
of	the	Duha	Operating	Systems	and	the	
Passport	to	World	Excellence	program.	How	
communication	via	a	5-minute	departmental	
daily	huddle	program	develops	a	continuous	
improvement	approach	and	has	resulted	in	
over	10,000	employee	improvement	ideas	
implemented	in	their	facilities	to	date.

BOEiNG 
Learn	how	Boeing	Canada	uses	3P	
(Production	Preparation	Process)	and	
Moonshine	activities	to	develop	and	
implement	single	part	flow	lines	and	chaku	
chaku	cells	to	create	a	competitive	
advantage.	Examples	from	an	aerospace	
composite	manufacturing	facility	will	be	
used	to	illustrate	the	‘7	Ways’	process,	
focusing	on	developing	7	ideas	for	each	
key	transformational	step	followed	by		
a	structured	evaluation	process	that	helps	
identify	the	top	3	ideas	for	each		
key	transformational	step	to	be	tested.

ST. BONifACE GENErAL HOSPiTAL 
The	St.	Boniface	General	Hospital	has		
been	using	the	tools	and	systems	of	LEAN	
Transformation	as	their	business	model		
in	select	hospital	programs	since	2008.		
Now,	3	years	into	their	journey,	they	are	
beginning	to	see	real	evidence	of	
employees	using	LEAN	Transformation	
System	thinking	in	their	everyday	work.		
The	hospital	is	also	seeing	real	desire,	
primarily	driven	by	front	line	employees,		
to	expand	the	system	throughout	the	
organization.	Hear	how	the	St.	Boniface	
General	Hospital	is	adopting	LEAN	and		
how	their	long	term	vision	is	to	become		
an	organization	of	strategic	problem	solvers	
with	a	singular	patient	care	focus.	

Delegates may participate in plant tours to 
see for themselves how LEAN has increased 
productivity at leading edge companies. 
Here are some of the 12 Winnipeg tours 
delegates will be able to choose from:

NEW fLyEr iNduSTriES 
New	Flyer	Industries	is	North	America’s	
leading	manufacturer	of	heavy-duty	transit	
buses.	With	an	ongoing	dedication	to	

innovation	and	operational	excellence,		
New	Flyer	produced	the	first	low-floor		
bus,	the	first	diesel-electric	bus	and	most	
recently,	the	world’s	first	zero-emission	
hydrogen	fuel	cell	bus.	On	this	tour,	you	will	
see	enterprise-wide	adoption	of	5S,	‘Takt	
time’	flow,	Kanban	material	replenishment	
and	a	‘cellular’	organization	structure.

CANAdA POST COrPOrATiON 
The	new	state-of-the-art	mail-processing		
plant	in	Winnipeg	is	Canada	Post’s	flagship	
facility	and	the	first	fully	modernized	plant		
in	the	entire	national	network.	The	400	
employees	in	the	25,000	square	foot	
Sorting	plant	process	mail	for	the	whole		
of	Manitoba,	with	the	capacity	to	process	
mail	from	other	areas	as	required.	On		
this	tour,	you	will	see	new	generation	
mail-processing	equipment	and	systems	
and	newly	designed	carts	and	containers	
for	moving	mail	safely	through	the	facility		
in	a	continuous	linear	flow	from	Receiving		
to	Shipping.

rOyAL CANAdiAN MiNT 
The	Royal	Canadian	Mint	is	a	for-profit		
Crown	Corporation	with	a	mandate	to	
produce	circulation	and	non-circulation	
coins	for	Canada	and	other	countries	
around	the	world.	On	this	tour	you	will		
see	how	LEAN	has	been	deployed	
throughout	the	manufacturing	process,		
from	Die	production,	to	Blanking,	Plating,	
Coining	and	through	to	Packaging.

PArKEr HANNifiN 
Parker	Vansco,	part	of	the	Electronic		
Controls	Division	of	Parker	Hannifin,	
develops	system	solutions	for	vehicle		
and	other	OEMs	world-wide.	Parker	
Hannifin	assists	customers	with	vehicle	
system	implementation	through	
specification	development,	component	
selection,	application	software	
development,	hardware	development,		
and	system	integration.	On	this	tour,		
you	will	see	how	Value	Stream	Mapping		
has	been	used	for	identifying	and		
driving	improvement	projects	in	this		
high	mix,	low	volume	electronics	
manufacturing	environment.

CASCAdES 
Cascades	Winnipeg	is	a	manufacturer		
of	folding	carton	packaging	for	the		
food	and	beverage	industry.	Serving		
over	150	customers	across	Canada		
and	into	the	U.S.,	Cascades	Winnipeg	
makes-to-order	over	2,000	items.		
On	this	tour,	you	will	see	how	in	just		
five	years	LEAN	has	transformed	the		
entire	operation,	from	traditional		
‘batch	and	queue’	to	a	‘cellular’		
structured	flow	production.	

Conference attendees will experience  
six keynote presentations from acclaimed 
LEAN experts to motivational gurus.

NOrMAN  
BOdEK 
Norman	Bodek,	President		
of	PCS	Inc.	and	widely	
acclaimed	author,		
started	Productivity	Press		

in	1979	by	publishing	a	newsletter	called	
PRODUCTIVITY.	In	the	last	28	years,		
he	has	gone	to	Japan	78	times,	visited	close		
to	300	plants	and	published	more	than	100	
Japanese	management	books	in	English.	

Norman	Bodek	founded	the	Shingo	Prize		
for	Operational	Excellence	at	Utah	State	
University	with	Dr.	Vern	Buehler	and		
is	one	of	the	few	individuals	to	be	awarded	the	
Shingo	Prize.	In	his	presentation,	Norman	will	
challenge	you	to	go	beyond	simply	applying	
LEAN	tools	and	attack	the	eighth	waste	of	

“underutilization	of	people’s	talent”	to	create		
a	culture	of	enterprise-wide	excellence.

GEOrGE  
KOENiGSAECKEr 
George	Koenigsaecker		
is	acclaimed	author	of	

“Leading	the	LEAN	
Enterprise	Transformation”,		

a	leader’s	perspective	on	LEAN	
implementation.	He	is	on	the	board	at		
Simpler	Consulting	LP,	AME,	the	Shingo		
Prize	and	the	Thedacare	Center	for	
Healthcare	Value,	to	name	but	a	few.	Hear	
George	Koenigsaecker	share	his	lessons	
learned	from	the	twelve	corporations	that		
he	started	on	the	LEAN	journey	over	the	
past	25	years,	all	of	which	are	still	on	the	
journey,	a	good	measure	of	building	an	
enterprise-wide	LEAN	learning	culture.

STEVEN  
SPEAr 
Steven	Spear	is	author		
of	the	award	winning		
and	critically	acclaimed	
books,	Chasing	the	Rabbit:		

How	Market	Leaders	Outdistance	the	
Competition	and	The	High-Velocity	Edge.	
Senior	Lecturer	at	the	Massachusetts	Institute	
of	Technology	and	a	Senior	Fellow	at	the	
Institute	for	Healthcare	Improvement,		
he	is	internationally	known	for	his	expertise	
in	innovation,	operational	excellence,		
and	organizational	learning,	with	deep	

expertise	in	industry	and	health	care.		
In	his	presentation,	Steven	Spear	will	
describe	what	sets	market-dominating	
companies	apart	and	provide	a	framework	
you	can	leverage	to	surge	to	the	lead		
in	your	own	industry.	

PAuL  
SOuBry 
Paul	Soubry	has	been	
involved	in	two	Winnipeg	
based	organizations	over	
the	past	25	years,	both	of	

which	have	adopted	LEAN	principles	in	their	
attempts	to	become	world	class	and	leaders	
in	their	industry.	Paul	started	his	career		
at	StandardAero,	was	appointed	Canadian	
President	in	2001,	COO	in	2006	and	
President	&	CEO	in	2007.	In	2009,	he		
joined	New	Flyer	Industries	as	President			
&	CEO.	In	his	presentation,	Paul	will	
highlight	New	Flyer,	North	America’s	largest	
bus	manufacturer,	and	outline	the	various	
initiatives	to	teach,	communicate	and	
engage	employees	in	embracing	change	
and	adopting	a	culture	of	enterprise-wide	
continuous	improvement.

JEffrEy  
LiKEr 
Dr.	Jeffrey	Liker	is	
Professor	of	Industrial		
and	Operations	
Engineering	at	the	

University	of	Michigan	and	President		
of	Liker	LEAN	Advisors	—	a	network	of	
top-notch	practitioners	who	consult,	coach	
and	teach	in	the	Toyota	Way.	He	is	author		
of	the	international	best-seller,	The	Toyota	
Way:	14	Management	Principles	from		
the	World’s	Greatest	Manufacturer,		
and	six	other	books	about	Toyota.	In	his	
presentation,	Dr	Liker	will	draw	on	his	latest	
book,	The	Toyota	Way	to	LEAN	Leadership,	
co-authored	with	Gary	Convis,	former	
Toyota	managing	officer,	to	present	the	
Toyota	leadership	development	model,		
with	practical	advice	on	how	you	can	
develop	LEAN	leaders	in	your	organization.	

MiCHAEL  
KErr 
Michael	Kerr,	Speaking		
Hall	of	Fame	member,		
is	an	award	winning,	
Certified	Speaking	

Professional	and	the	author	of	six	books.		
He	is	known	as	one	of	North	America’s	
leading	authorities	on	how	to	create	more	
productive,	less	stressful,	more	creative,	
and	more	inspiring	workplaces.	His		
hilarious,	inspiring	and	thought	provoking	
programs	are	often	rated	as	having		
the	greatest	impact	of	any	presentation		
at	a	conference.	

Also Available:

Conference Attendee

Full	Day:	$250	 Half	Day:	$125

		
Non-delegate (open to public)

Full	Day:	$400	 Half	Day:	$200	

 
15 highly interactive Workshops that 
deliver leading edge methods and tools  
to drive out waste from your organization.  
This is the only opportunity for 
Consultants and professional business 
advisors to participate. Here are a few: 
 
A3 PrOBLEM SOLViNG

Deploying	Problem	Solving	Throughout		
Your	Organization

Workshop	Presenter:		
Vern Campbell

Structured	and	methodical	problem	solving,	
grounded	in	the	scientific	method	(PDCA),	
provides	the	foundation	for	LEAN,		Six	
Sigma	or	any	continuous	improvement	
initiative.	Broadly	deployed,	systematic	and	
methodical	problem	solving	dramatically	
improves	an	organization’s	performance	
and	is	the	foundation	for	developing	the	
potential	of	its	people.	This	workshop	will	
provide	an	overview	of	the	7	Step	scientific	
problem	solving	method	underlying	A3	
summaries	and	provide	a	strategy	for	
deploying	problem	solving	throughout		
your	organization.	
	
LEAN SALES

Seeing	Value	Through	the	Eyes		
of	the	Customer

Workshop	Presenter:		
Mark Preston

The	top	LEAN	principle	at	Acuity	Brands	
Lighting	is:	“Seeing	value	through	the	eyes	
of	the	customer”.	This	workshop	will	give	
clear	understanding	in	the	language	of	
LEAN	Sales	that	can	take	your	organization		
to	the	next	level.	With	repeatable	practice	
using	a	world-class	set	of	LEAN	‘golf	clubs’,	
we	are	capable	of	winning	in	all	areas	of		
our	enterprise.	This	workshop	will	define	
ways	of	improving	your	Sales	organization	
by	using	LEAN	‘clubs’	that	are	structured	
and	repeatable.	

iNTrOduCTiON TO LEAN STrATEGy

The	True	Nature	of	LEAN	Thinking

Workshop	Presenter:		
david Koichi Chao

Rated	as	one	of	the	top	workshops		
at	AME	conferences,	this	introductory	
workshop	on	LEAN	Strategy	will	open	your	
eyes	and	bring	new	insights	about	LEAN	
Strategy	and	Toyota	Way	execution.	Come	
and	discover	the	true	secrets	and	insights	
to	LEAN	Strategy,	based	on	the	proven	and	
highly	respected	VALUES	methodology	
(Vision,	Alignment,	Leadership,	Unity,	
Execution,	Sustainment).	Learn	how	
everything	from	visioning	to	extreme	
problem	solving	methodology	can	change	
the	way	you	strategize	and	deploy	LEAN.	
	
LEAN i.T.

Enabling	the	Flow	of	Value	through		
Quality	Information

Workshop	Presenter:		
Mike Orzen

IT	is	the	nervous	system	of	most	
organizations,	yet	too	often	IT	is	a	barrier		
to	process	improvement	and	the	efficient	
flow	of	information.	When	information	is	
incomplete,	inaccurate,	late	or	difficult	to	
access,	we	pay	a	huge	price.	IT	processes	
comprise	as	much	as	80%	waste!	This	
workshop	will	show	you	how	to	drive	new	
behaviors,	skills	and	innovation	within	your	
IT	organization	to	adapt,	improve,	and	keep	
the	organization	moving	forward.	
	
WHiTE COLLAr KAizEN

Facilitating	Rapid	Improvement		
Events	in	Office,	Service,	and		
Knowledge	Work	Environments

Workshop	Presenter:		
Karen Martin

Through	discussion	and	hands-on		
activities,	workshop	participants	will	learn	
the	step-by-step	approach	for	planning	and	
executing	office-based	Kaizen	events,	how	
to	create	a	sustainability	plan	with	teeth,	
and	how	to	navigate	common	obstacles		
to	success.	In	addition,	participants	will	
participate	in	a	simulation	to	introduce	them	
to	metrics-based	process	mapping,	an	
effective	tool	for	analyzing	and	improving	
office	processes	at	the	“micro”	level.

	
LEAN SuPPLy CHAiN

Building	a	LEAN	Fulfillment	Stream

Workshop	Presenter:		
Brad Bossence

As	we	begin	focusing	on	waste	elimination,	
inventory	reduction	and	flow,	we	quickly	
realize	that	engagement	by	the	“extended	

enterprise”	is	required	to	complete	the	
LEAN	journey.	This	workshop	highlights		
the	critical	elements	of	LEAN	as	they	apply	
to	the	Supply	Chain	and	Logistics	and	
provides	opportunities	to	discuss	what	
organizations	need	to	do	to	successfully	
build	a	“LEAN	Fulfillment	Stream”.		
	
THE HArAdA METHOd 

The	Spirit	of	Self-Reliance

Workshop	Presenter:		
Norman Bodek

Every	person	is	capable	of	expanding	their	
abilities	enormously.	The	Harada	Method		
is	rated	as	the	number	one	improvement	
process	in	Japan	today.	Mr.	Harada	was		
a	junior	high	school	track	and	field	coach		
at	the	worst	school	in	Osaka,	Japan.	In	just	
three	years,	the	school	went	to	number		
one	out	of	380	schools	and	13	students	
won	gold	medals	-	the	highest	achievement	
in	all	of	Japan.	In	this	workshop,	learn	how	
the	Harada	Method	can	help	you	to	be		
an	effective	coach	to	inspire	all	of	your	
associates	to	be	successful.	
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Tuesday through Thursday focuses  
on 36 Practitioner-to-Practitioner 
presentations organized around  
four Value Streams representing  
themes that will inspire and motivate  
you to be the best!

VALuE STrEAM 1 
Leadership & Strategy 
Enterprise-wide	excellence	starts		
with	Leadership	and	Strategy.	Successful	
LEAN	implementation	requires	dedicated	
and	passionate	leaders	who	are	able		
to	engage	and	empower	their	people.	
This	Value	Stream	will	have	examples		
from	different	organizations	of	how		
strong	Leadership	and	clear	Strategy		
led	to	successful	LEAN	enterprise	
transformation.

VALuE STrEAM 2 
Learning Organizations 
Learning	Organizations	understand		
that	it	is	long-term	vision,	the	capability	
and	development	of	the	people	within		
the	organization	and	the	way	the	
organization	operates	that	achieves	
results.	Customer	focus,	supply	chain	
relations	and	empowered	employees	
produce	a	culture	of	high	performance.	

VALuE STrEAM 3 
Continuous improvement  
through Kaizen 
This	Value	Stream	will	be	full	of	real		
life	stories	of	how	organizations	have	
improved	operational	performance	
through	Kaizen.	Examples	from	across		
the	enterprise	in	repetitive	and	‘job		
shop’	environments	will	highlight	key	
LEAN	concepts	such	as	Flow,	Pull		
and	Visual	Management.

VALuE STrEAM 4 
LEAN beyond Manufacturing 
LEAN	has	its	roots	in	Manufacturing,		
but	today	LEAN	thinking	and	LEAN	
concepts	are	being	applied	in	all		
sectors.	Wherever	there	is	a	customer		
and	a	process	delivering	a	product		
or	a	service	there	is	an	opportunity		
for	applying	LEAN	thinking.	This	Value	
Stream	will	have	examples	of	successful	
LEAN	implementation	in	a	variety		
of	non-manufacturing	environments,	
including	Healthcare,	Education,	
Government	and	Financial	Services.

Here are some of the 36 presentations 
delegates will be able to choose from:

MASTErBrANd CABiNETS 
MasterBrand	Cabinets	Inc.	is	North	
America’s	largest	manufacturer	of	kitchen	
and	bath	cabinetry.	Learn	how	they	are	
going	about	changing	their	40	year	old	
Winnipeg	operation,	which	manufactures	
the	Kitchen	Craft	brand	of	cabinetry	and	
Craft	Line	brand	of	counter	tops,	from	an	
inflexible	large	batch	manufacturing	process	
into	a	nimble	custom	order	single	kitchen		
at	a	time	facility.	Gain	insight	into	how	a	
North	American	manufacturer	is	gaining	
market	share	and	improving	profitability		
in	a	highly	competitive	environment	by	
applying	LEAN	tools	and	concepts	to	the	
challenge	of	building	250+	unique	custom	
order	kitchens	per	day.

PriCE iNduSTriES 
The	Price	organization	was	founded		
in	1946	and	has	grown	steadily	over		
the	years.	In	1989,	Price	entered	the		
US	market	and	set	up	its	first	factory		
in	Atlanta,	Georgia.	By	2010,	Price	had		
grown	to	5	factories	in	the	US	and	7		
in	Canada.	Learn	how	the	Price	growth	
strategy	based	on	a	relentless	pursuit		
of	innovation	in	all	areas	of	the	business	
and	top	quality	customer	service,	has	
enabled	Price	to	surpass	the	competition	
and	become	the	#1	supplier	of	Air	
Distribution	products	in	North	America.

ALuMiCOr 
Alumicor	Limited	is	a	51	year-old	
manufacturer	and	distributor	of	aluminum	
building	products	used	for	commercial	
building	entranceways,	doors	and	
windows.	Hear	how	Alumicor	has	
transitioned	from	a	workgroup	model		
of	independent	entities	to	an	
interdependent	team	utilizing	a	suite		
of	tools	including	many	LEAN	practices		
and	a	servant	type	empowering	
leadership	approach	in	a	mixed		
union/non-union	environment.

VAW SySTEMS 
Early	on	the	LEAN	journey	it	became		
evident	that	the	benefits	of	applying	the		
LEAN	principles	were	not	being	fully	realized	
at	VAW	Systems.	Although	LEAN	activities	
demonstrated	short	term	performance	
improvements,	these	improvements	were	not	
being	sustained.	Join	VAW	as	they	share	their	
journey	of	culture	change,	their	realization	
that	culture	is	defined	by	their	leadership	
style,	and	the	benefits	they	are	now	
witnessing	as	they	transformed	into	self	
directed	value	stream	teams	and	leaders	
focused	on	customers	and	team	member	
development	and	engagement.

THE duHA GrOuP 
The	Duha	Group	is	a	leading	manufacturer		
of	Color	Marketing	tools,	with	a	culture	that	
thrives	on	teamwork,	communication	and	
learning.	Hear	how	Duha	develop	all	of	their	
employees	into	LEAN	Champions	by	way		
of	the	Duha	Operating	Systems	and	the	
Passport	to	World	Excellence	program.	How	
communication	via	a	5-minute	departmental	
daily	huddle	program	develops	a	continuous	
improvement	approach	and	has	resulted	in	
over	10,000	employee	improvement	ideas	
implemented	in	their	facilities	to	date.

BOEiNG 
Learn	how	Boeing	Canada	uses	3P	
(Production	Preparation	Process)	and	
Moonshine	activities	to	develop	and	
implement	single	part	flow	lines	and	chaku	
chaku	cells	to	create	a	competitive	
advantage.	Examples	from	an	aerospace	
composite	manufacturing	facility	will	be	
used	to	illustrate	the	‘7	Ways’	process,	
focusing	on	developing	7	ideas	for	each	
key	transformational	step	followed	by		
a	structured	evaluation	process	that	helps	
identify	the	top	3	ideas	for	each		
key	transformational	step	to	be	tested.

ST. BONifACE GENErAL HOSPiTAL 
The	St.	Boniface	General	Hospital	has		
been	using	the	tools	and	systems	of	LEAN	
Transformation	as	their	business	model		
in	select	hospital	programs	since	2008.		
Now,	3	years	into	their	journey,	they	are	
beginning	to	see	real	evidence	of	
employees	using	LEAN	Transformation	
System	thinking	in	their	everyday	work.		
The	hospital	is	also	seeing	real	desire,	
primarily	driven	by	front	line	employees,		
to	expand	the	system	throughout	the	
organization.	Hear	how	the	St.	Boniface	
General	Hospital	is	adopting	LEAN	and		
how	their	long	term	vision	is	to	become		
an	organization	of	strategic	problem	solvers	
with	a	singular	patient	care	focus.	

Delegates may participate in plant tours to 
see for themselves how LEAN has increased 
productivity at leading edge companies. 
Here are some of the 12 Winnipeg tours 
delegates will be able to choose from:

NEW fLyEr iNduSTriES 
New	Flyer	Industries	is	North	America’s	
leading	manufacturer	of	heavy-duty	transit	
buses.	With	an	ongoing	dedication	to	

innovation	and	operational	excellence,		
New	Flyer	produced	the	first	low-floor		
bus,	the	first	diesel-electric	bus	and	most	
recently,	the	world’s	first	zero-emission	
hydrogen	fuel	cell	bus.	On	this	tour,	you	will	
see	enterprise-wide	adoption	of	5S,	‘Takt	
time’	flow,	Kanban	material	replenishment	
and	a	‘cellular’	organization	structure.

CANAdA POST COrPOrATiON 
The	new	state-of-the-art	mail-processing		
plant	in	Winnipeg	is	Canada	Post’s	flagship	
facility	and	the	first	fully	modernized	plant		
in	the	entire	national	network.	The	400	
employees	in	the	25,000	square	foot	
Sorting	plant	process	mail	for	the	whole		
of	Manitoba,	with	the	capacity	to	process	
mail	from	other	areas	as	required.	On		
this	tour,	you	will	see	new	generation	
mail-processing	equipment	and	systems	
and	newly	designed	carts	and	containers	
for	moving	mail	safely	through	the	facility		
in	a	continuous	linear	flow	from	Receiving		
to	Shipping.

rOyAL CANAdiAN MiNT 
The	Royal	Canadian	Mint	is	a	for-profit		
Crown	Corporation	with	a	mandate	to	
produce	circulation	and	non-circulation	
coins	for	Canada	and	other	countries	
around	the	world.	On	this	tour	you	will		
see	how	LEAN	has	been	deployed	
throughout	the	manufacturing	process,		
from	Die	production,	to	Blanking,	Plating,	
Coining	and	through	to	Packaging.

PArKEr HANNifiN 
Parker	Vansco,	part	of	the	Electronic		
Controls	Division	of	Parker	Hannifin,	
develops	system	solutions	for	vehicle		
and	other	OEMs	world-wide.	Parker	
Hannifin	assists	customers	with	vehicle	
system	implementation	through	
specification	development,	component	
selection,	application	software	
development,	hardware	development,		
and	system	integration.	On	this	tour,		
you	will	see	how	Value	Stream	Mapping		
has	been	used	for	identifying	and		
driving	improvement	projects	in	this		
high	mix,	low	volume	electronics	
manufacturing	environment.

CASCAdES 
Cascades	Winnipeg	is	a	manufacturer		
of	folding	carton	packaging	for	the		
food	and	beverage	industry.	Serving		
over	150	customers	across	Canada		
and	into	the	U.S.,	Cascades	Winnipeg	
makes-to-order	over	2,000	items.		
On	this	tour,	you	will	see	how	in	just		
five	years	LEAN	has	transformed	the		
entire	operation,	from	traditional		
‘batch	and	queue’	to	a	‘cellular’		
structured	flow	production.	

Conference attendees will experience  
six keynote presentations from acclaimed 
LEAN experts to motivational gurus.

NOrMAN  
BOdEK 
Norman	Bodek,	President		
of	PCS	Inc.	and	widely	
acclaimed	author,		
started	Productivity	Press		

in	1979	by	publishing	a	newsletter	called	
PRODUCTIVITY.	In	the	last	28	years,		
he	has	gone	to	Japan	78	times,	visited	close		
to	300	plants	and	published	more	than	100	
Japanese	management	books	in	English.	

Norman	Bodek	founded	the	Shingo	Prize		
for	Operational	Excellence	at	Utah	State	
University	with	Dr.	Vern	Buehler	and		
is	one	of	the	few	individuals	to	be	awarded	the	
Shingo	Prize.	In	his	presentation,	Norman	will	
challenge	you	to	go	beyond	simply	applying	
LEAN	tools	and	attack	the	eighth	waste	of	

“underutilization	of	people’s	talent”	to	create		
a	culture	of	enterprise-wide	excellence.

GEOrGE  
KOENiGSAECKEr 
George	Koenigsaecker		
is	acclaimed	author	of	

“Leading	the	LEAN	
Enterprise	Transformation”,		

a	leader’s	perspective	on	LEAN	
implementation.	He	is	on	the	board	at		
Simpler	Consulting	LP,	AME,	the	Shingo		
Prize	and	the	Thedacare	Center	for	
Healthcare	Value,	to	name	but	a	few.	Hear	
George	Koenigsaecker	share	his	lessons	
learned	from	the	twelve	corporations	that		
he	started	on	the	LEAN	journey	over	the	
past	25	years,	all	of	which	are	still	on	the	
journey,	a	good	measure	of	building	an	
enterprise-wide	LEAN	learning	culture.

STEVEN  
SPEAr 
Steven	Spear	is	author		
of	the	award	winning		
and	critically	acclaimed	
books,	Chasing	the	Rabbit:		

How	Market	Leaders	Outdistance	the	
Competition	and	The	High-Velocity	Edge.	
Senior	Lecturer	at	the	Massachusetts	Institute	
of	Technology	and	a	Senior	Fellow	at	the	
Institute	for	Healthcare	Improvement,		
he	is	internationally	known	for	his	expertise	
in	innovation,	operational	excellence,		
and	organizational	learning,	with	deep	

expertise	in	industry	and	health	care.		
In	his	presentation,	Steven	Spear	will	
describe	what	sets	market-dominating	
companies	apart	and	provide	a	framework	
you	can	leverage	to	surge	to	the	lead		
in	your	own	industry.	

PAuL  
SOuBry 
Paul	Soubry	has	been	
involved	in	two	Winnipeg	
based	organizations	over	
the	past	25	years,	both	of	

which	have	adopted	LEAN	principles	in	their	
attempts	to	become	world	class	and	leaders	
in	their	industry.	Paul	started	his	career		
at	StandardAero,	was	appointed	Canadian	
President	in	2001,	COO	in	2006	and	
President	&	CEO	in	2007.	In	2009,	he		
joined	New	Flyer	Industries	as	President			
&	CEO.	In	his	presentation,	Paul	will	
highlight	New	Flyer,	North	America’s	largest	
bus	manufacturer,	and	outline	the	various	
initiatives	to	teach,	communicate	and	
engage	employees	in	embracing	change	
and	adopting	a	culture	of	enterprise-wide	
continuous	improvement.

JEffrEy  
LiKEr 
Dr.	Jeffrey	Liker	is	
Professor	of	Industrial		
and	Operations	
Engineering	at	the	

University	of	Michigan	and	President		
of	Liker	LEAN	Advisors	—	a	network	of	
top-notch	practitioners	who	consult,	coach	
and	teach	in	the	Toyota	Way.	He	is	author		
of	the	international	best-seller,	The	Toyota	
Way:	14	Management	Principles	from		
the	World’s	Greatest	Manufacturer,		
and	six	other	books	about	Toyota.	In	his	
presentation,	Dr	Liker	will	draw	on	his	latest	
book,	The	Toyota	Way	to	LEAN	Leadership,	
co-authored	with	Gary	Convis,	former	
Toyota	managing	officer,	to	present	the	
Toyota	leadership	development	model,		
with	practical	advice	on	how	you	can	
develop	LEAN	leaders	in	your	organization.	

MiCHAEL  
KErr 
Michael	Kerr,	Speaking		
Hall	of	Fame	member,		
is	an	award	winning,	
Certified	Speaking	

Professional	and	the	author	of	six	books.		
He	is	known	as	one	of	North	America’s	
leading	authorities	on	how	to	create	more	
productive,	less	stressful,	more	creative,	
and	more	inspiring	workplaces.	His		
hilarious,	inspiring	and	thought	provoking	
programs	are	often	rated	as	having		
the	greatest	impact	of	any	presentation		
at	a	conference.	

Also Available:

Conference Attendee

Full	Day:	$250	 Half	Day:	$125

		
Non-delegate (open to public)

Full	Day:	$400	 Half	Day:	$200	

 
15 highly interactive Workshops that 
deliver leading edge methods and tools  
to drive out waste from your organization.  
This is the only opportunity for 
Consultants and professional business 
advisors to participate. Here are a few: 
 
A3 PrOBLEM SOLViNG

Deploying	Problem	Solving	Throughout		
Your	Organization

Workshop	Presenter:		
Vern Campbell

Structured	and	methodical	problem	solving,	
grounded	in	the	scientific	method	(PDCA),	
provides	the	foundation	for	LEAN,		Six	
Sigma	or	any	continuous	improvement	
initiative.	Broadly	deployed,	systematic	and	
methodical	problem	solving	dramatically	
improves	an	organization’s	performance	
and	is	the	foundation	for	developing	the	
potential	of	its	people.	This	workshop	will	
provide	an	overview	of	the	7	Step	scientific	
problem	solving	method	underlying	A3	
summaries	and	provide	a	strategy	for	
deploying	problem	solving	throughout		
your	organization.	
	
LEAN SALES

Seeing	Value	Through	the	Eyes		
of	the	Customer

Workshop	Presenter:		
Mark Preston

The	top	LEAN	principle	at	Acuity	Brands	
Lighting	is:	“Seeing	value	through	the	eyes	
of	the	customer”.	This	workshop	will	give	
clear	understanding	in	the	language	of	
LEAN	Sales	that	can	take	your	organization		
to	the	next	level.	With	repeatable	practice	
using	a	world-class	set	of	LEAN	‘golf	clubs’,	
we	are	capable	of	winning	in	all	areas	of		
our	enterprise.	This	workshop	will	define	
ways	of	improving	your	Sales	organization	
by	using	LEAN	‘clubs’	that	are	structured	
and	repeatable.	

iNTrOduCTiON TO LEAN STrATEGy

The	True	Nature	of	LEAN	Thinking

Workshop	Presenter:		
david Koichi Chao

Rated	as	one	of	the	top	workshops		
at	AME	conferences,	this	introductory	
workshop	on	LEAN	Strategy	will	open	your	
eyes	and	bring	new	insights	about	LEAN	
Strategy	and	Toyota	Way	execution.	Come	
and	discover	the	true	secrets	and	insights	
to	LEAN	Strategy,	based	on	the	proven	and	
highly	respected	VALUES	methodology	
(Vision,	Alignment,	Leadership,	Unity,	
Execution,	Sustainment).	Learn	how	
everything	from	visioning	to	extreme	
problem	solving	methodology	can	change	
the	way	you	strategize	and	deploy	LEAN.	
	
LEAN i.T.

Enabling	the	Flow	of	Value	through		
Quality	Information

Workshop	Presenter:		
Mike Orzen

IT	is	the	nervous	system	of	most	
organizations,	yet	too	often	IT	is	a	barrier		
to	process	improvement	and	the	efficient	
flow	of	information.	When	information	is	
incomplete,	inaccurate,	late	or	difficult	to	
access,	we	pay	a	huge	price.	IT	processes	
comprise	as	much	as	80%	waste!	This	
workshop	will	show	you	how	to	drive	new	
behaviors,	skills	and	innovation	within	your	
IT	organization	to	adapt,	improve,	and	keep	
the	organization	moving	forward.	
	
WHiTE COLLAr KAizEN

Facilitating	Rapid	Improvement		
Events	in	Office,	Service,	and		
Knowledge	Work	Environments

Workshop	Presenter:		
Karen Martin

Through	discussion	and	hands-on		
activities,	workshop	participants	will	learn	
the	step-by-step	approach	for	planning	and	
executing	office-based	Kaizen	events,	how	
to	create	a	sustainability	plan	with	teeth,	
and	how	to	navigate	common	obstacles		
to	success.	In	addition,	participants	will	
participate	in	a	simulation	to	introduce	them	
to	metrics-based	process	mapping,	an	
effective	tool	for	analyzing	and	improving	
office	processes	at	the	“micro”	level.

	
LEAN SuPPLy CHAiN

Building	a	LEAN	Fulfillment	Stream

Workshop	Presenter:		
Brad Bossence

As	we	begin	focusing	on	waste	elimination,	
inventory	reduction	and	flow,	we	quickly	
realize	that	engagement	by	the	“extended	

enterprise”	is	required	to	complete	the	
LEAN	journey.	This	workshop	highlights		
the	critical	elements	of	LEAN	as	they	apply	
to	the	Supply	Chain	and	Logistics	and	
provides	opportunities	to	discuss	what	
organizations	need	to	do	to	successfully	
build	a	“LEAN	Fulfillment	Stream”.		
	
THE HArAdA METHOd 

The	Spirit	of	Self-Reliance

Workshop	Presenter:		
Norman Bodek

Every	person	is	capable	of	expanding	their	
abilities	enormously.	The	Harada	Method		
is	rated	as	the	number	one	improvement	
process	in	Japan	today.	Mr.	Harada	was		
a	junior	high	school	track	and	field	coach		
at	the	worst	school	in	Osaka,	Japan.	In	just	
three	years,	the	school	went	to	number		
one	out	of	380	schools	and	13	students	
won	gold	medals	-	the	highest	achievement	
in	all	of	Japan.	In	this	workshop,	learn	how	
the	Harada	Method	can	help	you	to	be		
an	effective	coach	to	inspire	all	of	your	
associates	to	be	successful.	
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Tuesday through Thursday focuses  
on 36 Practitioner-to-Practitioner 
presentations organized around  
four Value Streams representing  
themes that will inspire and motivate  
you to be the best!

VALuE STrEAM 1 
Leadership & Strategy 
Enterprise-wide	excellence	starts		
with	Leadership	and	Strategy.	Successful	
LEAN	implementation	requires	dedicated	
and	passionate	leaders	who	are	able		
to	engage	and	empower	their	people.	
This	Value	Stream	will	have	examples		
from	different	organizations	of	how		
strong	Leadership	and	clear	Strategy		
led	to	successful	LEAN	enterprise	
transformation.

VALuE STrEAM 2 
Learning Organizations 
Learning	Organizations	understand		
that	it	is	long-term	vision,	the	capability	
and	development	of	the	people	within		
the	organization	and	the	way	the	
organization	operates	that	achieves	
results.	Customer	focus,	supply	chain	
relations	and	empowered	employees	
produce	a	culture	of	high	performance.	

VALuE STrEAM 3 
Continuous improvement  
through Kaizen 
This	Value	Stream	will	be	full	of	real		
life	stories	of	how	organizations	have	
improved	operational	performance	
through	Kaizen.	Examples	from	across		
the	enterprise	in	repetitive	and	‘job		
shop’	environments	will	highlight	key	
LEAN	concepts	such	as	Flow,	Pull		
and	Visual	Management.

VALuE STrEAM 4 
LEAN beyond Manufacturing 
LEAN	has	its	roots	in	Manufacturing,		
but	today	LEAN	thinking	and	LEAN	
concepts	are	being	applied	in	all		
sectors.	Wherever	there	is	a	customer		
and	a	process	delivering	a	product		
or	a	service	there	is	an	opportunity		
for	applying	LEAN	thinking.	This	Value	
Stream	will	have	examples	of	successful	
LEAN	implementation	in	a	variety		
of	non-manufacturing	environments,	
including	Healthcare,	Education,	
Government	and	Financial	Services.

Here are some of the 36 presentations 
delegates will be able to choose from:

MASTErBrANd CABiNETS 
MasterBrand	Cabinets	Inc.	is	North	
America’s	largest	manufacturer	of	kitchen	
and	bath	cabinetry.	Learn	how	they	are	
going	about	changing	their	40	year	old	
Winnipeg	operation,	which	manufactures	
the	Kitchen	Craft	brand	of	cabinetry	and	
Craft	Line	brand	of	counter	tops,	from	an	
inflexible	large	batch	manufacturing	process	
into	a	nimble	custom	order	single	kitchen		
at	a	time	facility.	Gain	insight	into	how	a	
North	American	manufacturer	is	gaining	
market	share	and	improving	profitability		
in	a	highly	competitive	environment	by	
applying	LEAN	tools	and	concepts	to	the	
challenge	of	building	250+	unique	custom	
order	kitchens	per	day.

PriCE iNduSTriES 
The	Price	organization	was	founded		
in	1946	and	has	grown	steadily	over		
the	years.	In	1989,	Price	entered	the		
US	market	and	set	up	its	first	factory		
in	Atlanta,	Georgia.	By	2010,	Price	had		
grown	to	5	factories	in	the	US	and	7		
in	Canada.	Learn	how	the	Price	growth	
strategy	based	on	a	relentless	pursuit		
of	innovation	in	all	areas	of	the	business	
and	top	quality	customer	service,	has	
enabled	Price	to	surpass	the	competition	
and	become	the	#1	supplier	of	Air	
Distribution	products	in	North	America.

ALuMiCOr 
Alumicor	Limited	is	a	51	year-old	
manufacturer	and	distributor	of	aluminum	
building	products	used	for	commercial	
building	entranceways,	doors	and	
windows.	Hear	how	Alumicor	has	
transitioned	from	a	workgroup	model		
of	independent	entities	to	an	
interdependent	team	utilizing	a	suite		
of	tools	including	many	LEAN	practices		
and	a	servant	type	empowering	
leadership	approach	in	a	mixed		
union/non-union	environment.

VAW SySTEMS 
Early	on	the	LEAN	journey	it	became		
evident	that	the	benefits	of	applying	the		
LEAN	principles	were	not	being	fully	realized	
at	VAW	Systems.	Although	LEAN	activities	
demonstrated	short	term	performance	
improvements,	these	improvements	were	not	
being	sustained.	Join	VAW	as	they	share	their	
journey	of	culture	change,	their	realization	
that	culture	is	defined	by	their	leadership	
style,	and	the	benefits	they	are	now	
witnessing	as	they	transformed	into	self	
directed	value	stream	teams	and	leaders	
focused	on	customers	and	team	member	
development	and	engagement.

THE duHA GrOuP 
The	Duha	Group	is	a	leading	manufacturer		
of	Color	Marketing	tools,	with	a	culture	that	
thrives	on	teamwork,	communication	and	
learning.	Hear	how	Duha	develop	all	of	their	
employees	into	LEAN	Champions	by	way		
of	the	Duha	Operating	Systems	and	the	
Passport	to	World	Excellence	program.	How	
communication	via	a	5-minute	departmental	
daily	huddle	program	develops	a	continuous	
improvement	approach	and	has	resulted	in	
over	10,000	employee	improvement	ideas	
implemented	in	their	facilities	to	date.

BOEiNG 
Learn	how	Boeing	Canada	uses	3P	
(Production	Preparation	Process)	and	
Moonshine	activities	to	develop	and	
implement	single	part	flow	lines	and	chaku	
chaku	cells	to	create	a	competitive	
advantage.	Examples	from	an	aerospace	
composite	manufacturing	facility	will	be	
used	to	illustrate	the	‘7	Ways’	process,	
focusing	on	developing	7	ideas	for	each	
key	transformational	step	followed	by		
a	structured	evaluation	process	that	helps	
identify	the	top	3	ideas	for	each		
key	transformational	step	to	be	tested.

ST. BONifACE GENErAL HOSPiTAL 
The	St.	Boniface	General	Hospital	has		
been	using	the	tools	and	systems	of	LEAN	
Transformation	as	their	business	model		
in	select	hospital	programs	since	2008.		
Now,	3	years	into	their	journey,	they	are	
beginning	to	see	real	evidence	of	
employees	using	LEAN	Transformation	
System	thinking	in	their	everyday	work.		
The	hospital	is	also	seeing	real	desire,	
primarily	driven	by	front	line	employees,		
to	expand	the	system	throughout	the	
organization.	Hear	how	the	St.	Boniface	
General	Hospital	is	adopting	LEAN	and		
how	their	long	term	vision	is	to	become		
an	organization	of	strategic	problem	solvers	
with	a	singular	patient	care	focus.	

Delegates may participate in plant tours to 
see for themselves how LEAN has increased 
productivity at leading edge companies. 
Here are some of the 12 Winnipeg tours 
delegates will be able to choose from:

NEW fLyEr iNduSTriES 
New	Flyer	Industries	is	North	America’s	
leading	manufacturer	of	heavy-duty	transit	
buses.	With	an	ongoing	dedication	to	

innovation	and	operational	excellence,		
New	Flyer	produced	the	first	low-floor		
bus,	the	first	diesel-electric	bus	and	most	
recently,	the	world’s	first	zero-emission	
hydrogen	fuel	cell	bus.	On	this	tour,	you	will	
see	enterprise-wide	adoption	of	5S,	‘Takt	
time’	flow,	Kanban	material	replenishment	
and	a	‘cellular’	organization	structure.

CANAdA POST COrPOrATiON 
The	new	state-of-the-art	mail-processing		
plant	in	Winnipeg	is	Canada	Post’s	flagship	
facility	and	the	first	fully	modernized	plant		
in	the	entire	national	network.	The	400	
employees	in	the	25,000	square	foot	
Sorting	plant	process	mail	for	the	whole		
of	Manitoba,	with	the	capacity	to	process	
mail	from	other	areas	as	required.	On		
this	tour,	you	will	see	new	generation	
mail-processing	equipment	and	systems	
and	newly	designed	carts	and	containers	
for	moving	mail	safely	through	the	facility		
in	a	continuous	linear	flow	from	Receiving		
to	Shipping.

rOyAL CANAdiAN MiNT 
The	Royal	Canadian	Mint	is	a	for-profit		
Crown	Corporation	with	a	mandate	to	
produce	circulation	and	non-circulation	
coins	for	Canada	and	other	countries	
around	the	world.	On	this	tour	you	will		
see	how	LEAN	has	been	deployed	
throughout	the	manufacturing	process,		
from	Die	production,	to	Blanking,	Plating,	
Coining	and	through	to	Packaging.

PArKEr HANNifiN 
Parker	Vansco,	part	of	the	Electronic		
Controls	Division	of	Parker	Hannifin,	
develops	system	solutions	for	vehicle		
and	other	OEMs	world-wide.	Parker	
Hannifin	assists	customers	with	vehicle	
system	implementation	through	
specification	development,	component	
selection,	application	software	
development,	hardware	development,		
and	system	integration.	On	this	tour,		
you	will	see	how	Value	Stream	Mapping		
has	been	used	for	identifying	and		
driving	improvement	projects	in	this		
high	mix,	low	volume	electronics	
manufacturing	environment.

CASCAdES 
Cascades	Winnipeg	is	a	manufacturer		
of	folding	carton	packaging	for	the		
food	and	beverage	industry.	Serving		
over	150	customers	across	Canada		
and	into	the	U.S.,	Cascades	Winnipeg	
makes-to-order	over	2,000	items.		
On	this	tour,	you	will	see	how	in	just		
five	years	LEAN	has	transformed	the		
entire	operation,	from	traditional		
‘batch	and	queue’	to	a	‘cellular’		
structured	flow	production.	

Conference attendees will experience  
six keynote presentations from acclaimed 
LEAN experts to motivational gurus.

NOrMAN  
BOdEK 
Norman	Bodek,	President		
of	PCS	Inc.	and	widely	
acclaimed	author,		
started	Productivity	Press		

in	1979	by	publishing	a	newsletter	called	
PRODUCTIVITY.	In	the	last	28	years,		
he	has	gone	to	Japan	78	times,	visited	close		
to	300	plants	and	published	more	than	100	
Japanese	management	books	in	English.	

Norman	Bodek	founded	the	Shingo	Prize		
for	Operational	Excellence	at	Utah	State	
University	with	Dr.	Vern	Buehler	and		
is	one	of	the	few	individuals	to	be	awarded	the	
Shingo	Prize.	In	his	presentation,	Norman	will	
challenge	you	to	go	beyond	simply	applying	
LEAN	tools	and	attack	the	eighth	waste	of	

“underutilization	of	people’s	talent”	to	create		
a	culture	of	enterprise-wide	excellence.

GEOrGE  
KOENiGSAECKEr 
George	Koenigsaecker		
is	acclaimed	author	of	

“Leading	the	LEAN	
Enterprise	Transformation”,		

a	leader’s	perspective	on	LEAN	
implementation.	He	is	on	the	board	at		
Simpler	Consulting	LP,	AME,	the	Shingo		
Prize	and	the	Thedacare	Center	for	
Healthcare	Value,	to	name	but	a	few.	Hear	
George	Koenigsaecker	share	his	lessons	
learned	from	the	twelve	corporations	that		
he	started	on	the	LEAN	journey	over	the	
past	25	years,	all	of	which	are	still	on	the	
journey,	a	good	measure	of	building	an	
enterprise-wide	LEAN	learning	culture.

STEVEN  
SPEAr 
Steven	Spear	is	author		
of	the	award	winning		
and	critically	acclaimed	
books,	Chasing	the	Rabbit:		

How	Market	Leaders	Outdistance	the	
Competition	and	The	High-Velocity	Edge.	
Senior	Lecturer	at	the	Massachusetts	Institute	
of	Technology	and	a	Senior	Fellow	at	the	
Institute	for	Healthcare	Improvement,		
he	is	internationally	known	for	his	expertise	
in	innovation,	operational	excellence,		
and	organizational	learning,	with	deep	

expertise	in	industry	and	health	care.		
In	his	presentation,	Steven	Spear	will	
describe	what	sets	market-dominating	
companies	apart	and	provide	a	framework	
you	can	leverage	to	surge	to	the	lead		
in	your	own	industry.	

PAuL  
SOuBry 
Paul	Soubry	has	been	
involved	in	two	Winnipeg	
based	organizations	over	
the	past	25	years,	both	of	

which	have	adopted	LEAN	principles	in	their	
attempts	to	become	world	class	and	leaders	
in	their	industry.	Paul	started	his	career		
at	StandardAero,	was	appointed	Canadian	
President	in	2001,	COO	in	2006	and	
President	&	CEO	in	2007.	In	2009,	he		
joined	New	Flyer	Industries	as	President			
&	CEO.	In	his	presentation,	Paul	will	
highlight	New	Flyer,	North	America’s	largest	
bus	manufacturer,	and	outline	the	various	
initiatives	to	teach,	communicate	and	
engage	employees	in	embracing	change	
and	adopting	a	culture	of	enterprise-wide	
continuous	improvement.

JEffrEy  
LiKEr 
Dr.	Jeffrey	Liker	is	
Professor	of	Industrial		
and	Operations	
Engineering	at	the	

University	of	Michigan	and	President		
of	Liker	LEAN	Advisors	—	a	network	of	
top-notch	practitioners	who	consult,	coach	
and	teach	in	the	Toyota	Way.	He	is	author		
of	the	international	best-seller,	The	Toyota	
Way:	14	Management	Principles	from		
the	World’s	Greatest	Manufacturer,		
and	six	other	books	about	Toyota.	In	his	
presentation,	Dr	Liker	will	draw	on	his	latest	
book,	The	Toyota	Way	to	LEAN	Leadership,	
co-authored	with	Gary	Convis,	former	
Toyota	managing	officer,	to	present	the	
Toyota	leadership	development	model,		
with	practical	advice	on	how	you	can	
develop	LEAN	leaders	in	your	organization.	

MiCHAEL  
KErr 
Michael	Kerr,	Speaking		
Hall	of	Fame	member,		
is	an	award	winning,	
Certified	Speaking	

Professional	and	the	author	of	six	books.		
He	is	known	as	one	of	North	America’s	
leading	authorities	on	how	to	create	more	
productive,	less	stressful,	more	creative,	
and	more	inspiring	workplaces.	His		
hilarious,	inspiring	and	thought	provoking	
programs	are	often	rated	as	having		
the	greatest	impact	of	any	presentation		
at	a	conference.	

Also Available:

Conference Attendee

Full	Day:	$250	 Half	Day:	$125

		
Non-delegate (open to public)

Full	Day:	$400	 Half	Day:	$200	

 
15 highly interactive Workshops that 
deliver leading edge methods and tools  
to drive out waste from your organization.  
This is the only opportunity for 
Consultants and professional business 
advisors to participate. Here are a few: 
 
A3 PrOBLEM SOLViNG

Deploying	Problem	Solving	Throughout		
Your	Organization

Workshop	Presenter:		
Vern Campbell

Structured	and	methodical	problem	solving,	
grounded	in	the	scientific	method	(PDCA),	
provides	the	foundation	for	LEAN,		Six	
Sigma	or	any	continuous	improvement	
initiative.	Broadly	deployed,	systematic	and	
methodical	problem	solving	dramatically	
improves	an	organization’s	performance	
and	is	the	foundation	for	developing	the	
potential	of	its	people.	This	workshop	will	
provide	an	overview	of	the	7	Step	scientific	
problem	solving	method	underlying	A3	
summaries	and	provide	a	strategy	for	
deploying	problem	solving	throughout		
your	organization.	
	
LEAN SALES

Seeing	Value	Through	the	Eyes		
of	the	Customer

Workshop	Presenter:		
Mark Preston

The	top	LEAN	principle	at	Acuity	Brands	
Lighting	is:	“Seeing	value	through	the	eyes	
of	the	customer”.	This	workshop	will	give	
clear	understanding	in	the	language	of	
LEAN	Sales	that	can	take	your	organization		
to	the	next	level.	With	repeatable	practice	
using	a	world-class	set	of	LEAN	‘golf	clubs’,	
we	are	capable	of	winning	in	all	areas	of		
our	enterprise.	This	workshop	will	define	
ways	of	improving	your	Sales	organization	
by	using	LEAN	‘clubs’	that	are	structured	
and	repeatable.	

iNTrOduCTiON TO LEAN STrATEGy

The	True	Nature	of	LEAN	Thinking

Workshop	Presenter:		
david Koichi Chao

Rated	as	one	of	the	top	workshops		
at	AME	conferences,	this	introductory	
workshop	on	LEAN	Strategy	will	open	your	
eyes	and	bring	new	insights	about	LEAN	
Strategy	and	Toyota	Way	execution.	Come	
and	discover	the	true	secrets	and	insights	
to	LEAN	Strategy,	based	on	the	proven	and	
highly	respected	VALUES	methodology	
(Vision,	Alignment,	Leadership,	Unity,	
Execution,	Sustainment).	Learn	how	
everything	from	visioning	to	extreme	
problem	solving	methodology	can	change	
the	way	you	strategize	and	deploy	LEAN.	
	
LEAN i.T.

Enabling	the	Flow	of	Value	through		
Quality	Information

Workshop	Presenter:		
Mike Orzen

IT	is	the	nervous	system	of	most	
organizations,	yet	too	often	IT	is	a	barrier		
to	process	improvement	and	the	efficient	
flow	of	information.	When	information	is	
incomplete,	inaccurate,	late	or	difficult	to	
access,	we	pay	a	huge	price.	IT	processes	
comprise	as	much	as	80%	waste!	This	
workshop	will	show	you	how	to	drive	new	
behaviors,	skills	and	innovation	within	your	
IT	organization	to	adapt,	improve,	and	keep	
the	organization	moving	forward.	
	
WHiTE COLLAr KAizEN

Facilitating	Rapid	Improvement		
Events	in	Office,	Service,	and		
Knowledge	Work	Environments

Workshop	Presenter:		
Karen Martin

Through	discussion	and	hands-on		
activities,	workshop	participants	will	learn	
the	step-by-step	approach	for	planning	and	
executing	office-based	Kaizen	events,	how	
to	create	a	sustainability	plan	with	teeth,	
and	how	to	navigate	common	obstacles		
to	success.	In	addition,	participants	will	
participate	in	a	simulation	to	introduce	them	
to	metrics-based	process	mapping,	an	
effective	tool	for	analyzing	and	improving	
office	processes	at	the	“micro”	level.

	
LEAN SuPPLy CHAiN

Building	a	LEAN	Fulfillment	Stream

Workshop	Presenter:		
Brad Bossence

As	we	begin	focusing	on	waste	elimination,	
inventory	reduction	and	flow,	we	quickly	
realize	that	engagement	by	the	“extended	

enterprise”	is	required	to	complete	the	
LEAN	journey.	This	workshop	highlights		
the	critical	elements	of	LEAN	as	they	apply	
to	the	Supply	Chain	and	Logistics	and	
provides	opportunities	to	discuss	what	
organizations	need	to	do	to	successfully	
build	a	“LEAN	Fulfillment	Stream”.		
	
THE HArAdA METHOd 

The	Spirit	of	Self-Reliance

Workshop	Presenter:		
Norman Bodek

Every	person	is	capable	of	expanding	their	
abilities	enormously.	The	Harada	Method		
is	rated	as	the	number	one	improvement	
process	in	Japan	today.	Mr.	Harada	was		
a	junior	high	school	track	and	field	coach		
at	the	worst	school	in	Osaka,	Japan.	In	just	
three	years,	the	school	went	to	number		
one	out	of	380	schools	and	13	students	
won	gold	medals	-	the	highest	achievement	
in	all	of	Japan.	In	this	workshop,	learn	how	
the	Harada	Method	can	help	you	to	be		
an	effective	coach	to	inspire	all	of	your	
associates	to	be	successful.	

siX 
Keynote speaKers 
JuNE 5, 6 & 7

thirty-siX 
presentations 
JuNE 5, 6 & 7

twelve 
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JuNE 4, 5 & 6

fifteen 
worKshops 
JuNE 4



Join us from June 4-7, 2012 at the Winnipeg Convention Centre to learn  
LEAN best practices from other LEAN practitioners. Through LEAN2012,  
you and your organization will learn about:

•	 saving	time,	money	and	being	the	best	in	your	sector

•	 continuous	improvement	perspectives	and	experiences	that	deliver		
bottom-line	improvements

•	 innovative	thinking	and	more	effective	processes	and	practices

•	 new	ways	to	empower	your	people	to	take	charge,	make	changes	and	succeed

•	 re-energizing	your	organization	with	a	new	enthusiasm	for	learning,	sharing		
and	networking

plan to attend  
the largest national 
lean ConferenCe

“At Price, our relentless investment in LEAN and innovation 
over the years has been instrumental to our survival in a 
much reduced market (down by 70%) as well as our future 
viability in a much reduced market. I invite you to attend 
the 2012 CME National LEAN Conference to learn how 
LEAN and innovation can help you survive the current 
recession and in fact prosper in challenging times.”

Honourary Conference Chair 

GErry PriCE  
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

Price Industries Limited

registration fee 
CME Member: $1195 + GST / Non-Member: $1345 + GST

Register before December 31, 2011 and save 30%
CME Member $795 + GST / Non-Member $945 + GST

Register six or more from the same company and 
save an additional 10% per registration

Register for both the 2012 CME National LEAN Conference 
and the CME Manitoba Dare to Compete Conference and 
save up to 45% on the joint registration.

offiCial ConferenCe hotel  
Delta Winnipeg, 350 St. Mary Avenue 
(Connected to the Winnipeg Convention Centre)

Conference Rate Code: 0612ASSO

Toll-Free 1.888.311.4990 / Toll-Free Global 1.800.268.1133 
www.deltahotels.com > locations > Winnipeg

For information regarding registration, sponsorship opportunities  
and exhibition space at the conference, contact Helen Mitchell  
at 204.949.1454 or Helen.Mitchell@cme-mec.ca

register now at  
www.lean2012.Com

Practitioner-to-
practitioner sharing 
and learning.

A quality and 
accelerated learning 
experience.

Proven, practical 
solutions delegates 
borrow with pride.

A trusted 
source of LEAN 
information.

Networking 
around LEAN 
best practices.

1 2 3 4 5

Cme national lean ConferenCe
JUne 4-7, 2012, winnipeg

Achieving and sustaining enterprise-wide excellence
lean2o12.Com

 emBraCing 
eXCellenCe

FIVE 
KEY BENEFITS


